
Price Agreement

between the

JonDos GmbH
Bruderwöhrdstraße 15b

93055 Regensburg
Deutschland

hereafter referred to as “JonDos”, and

<Mix Operator>
<Street>
<City>

<Country>

hereafter referred to as “Operator”.

§1 Scope and Subject Terms

This contract  (hereinafter referred to as “the Contract”) regulates the data volume 
based pricing for Mixes offered with costs by the Operator for billing the users of  
these Mixes through the billing systems of JonDos in the scope of a valid Billing 
Contract with JonDos.

§2 Prices

(1) For the data traffic settled according to the Billing Contract for the operation of  
Mixes in a JonDonym mix cascade with costs for the end users, JonDos pays the 
Operator a so-called „base price“ of EUR 0,60 per aGB (anonymized Gigabyte).

(2) This base price per mix is valid independent from the position of the respective 
mix  in  a  cascade,  and  independent  from  the  type  of  the  cascade,  that  is 
„Economy“ (two mixes) or „Premium“ (three mixes).

(3) For a mix in the entry position of a cascade, the Operator gets an extra pay of 
0,05 EUR per aGB on the base price.

(4) For a mix in the exit  position of a cascade, the Operator gets an extra pay of 
0,15 EUR per aGB on the base price.
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§3 Coupling of the base price with the end user price

(1) The base price is adapted automatically and proportionally with each change of 
the gross end user price done by JonDos, without any further approval by the 
Operator needed. If JonDos lowers, or raises, respective, the end user price, also 
the base price declines, or goes up, respective, by the very same percentage. 
The minimum base price is 0,45 EUR per aGB.

(2) The change of the gross end user price is calculated by the difference in price per 
aGB between the respective rate with the minimum price per aGB before and 
after the price change, always including VAT.

(3) So-called „monthly rates“ provide a monthly volume quota, where the remaining 
volume that is not consumed until the end of month expires. For such rates, 1.5 
times of the gross price of the rate counts as gross end user price per aGB, 
assuming that the end user consumes the complete volume each month.

(4) So-called „Economy“ rates allow the end user to user mix cascades that consist 
of two mixes only. For such rates, 1.5 times of the gross price of the rate counts 
as gross end user price per aGB.

(5) If „monthly“ and „Economy“ rates are combined, 2.25 times of the gross price of 
the rate counts as gross end user price per aGB, assuming that the end user  
consumes the complete volume each month.

(6) JonDos has to inform the Operator at the latest 14 days before changing the end 
user price in textual form.

(7) At the time when this price agreement was conculded, the lowest gross end user 
price is at 5.625 Euro per aGB (rate: Large).

§4 Value added tax

The Operator has to either give his VAT-ID here, or the reason why credit memos to 
him should not display any value added tax. He is obliged to immediately inform 
JonDos about any changes concerning his VAT liabilities.

VAT-ID:
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§5 Bank account

(1) The Operator is obliged to indicate JonDos a bank account that shall be used for 
money transfers to the Operator and to immediately approve changes of this bank 
account in written form to JonDos.

(2) The Operator approves the following bank account as target for money transfers:

Account owner:

Account number:

Bank code:

SWIFT-BIC:

IBAN:

(3) The following account shall be used for monthly payments up to

Amount (EUR):

Account owner:

Account number:

Bank code:

SWIFT-BIC:

IBAN:
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§6 Term and Termination

(1) The Contract  is  only  valid  together  with  a valid  Billing  Contract.  In  case of  a 
cancellation of the Billing Contract, this Contract is considered as canceled as 
well.

(2) The Contract is permanent.

(3) The Operator may cancel the Contract to the end of the month with four weeks 
notice. JonDos may cancel the Contract only indirectly by canceling the Billing 
Contract.

(4) The instant cancellation for an important reason according to § 314(1) BGB, in 
particular  because  of  violation  against  basic  contractual  obligations,  remains 
reserved to the Operator

(5) Earlier agreements between the contractual partners about the pricing of Mixes 
for volume based billing are considered as canceled when this Contract takes 
effect.

§ 7 Concluding Regulations

(1) Exclusive venue for all disputes arising from this Contract is, if the Operator is 
merchant, legal person governed by the public law, special property under public 
law or inland without place of jurisdiction, Regensburg. Moreover, JonDos has the 
right to sue the Operator at his own venue.

(2) The Contract between JonDos and the Operator shall  be governed, construed 
and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany.

(3) If  any  provision  of  this  Contract  or  the  application  thereof  to  any  person  or 
circumstances is fully or partially invalid, such invalidity unlawful or unenforceable, 
all remaining provisions or application of these provisions shall remain unaffected 
thereof.  An  invalid,  unlawful  or  unenforceable  provision  shall  be  regarded  as 
replaced by a valid, lawful and enforceable provision that as closely as possible 
reflects the economic background and meaning of the replaced provision. § 139 
BGB is not applicable.

Location, Date Location, Date

Representative of Representative of the
<Mix Operator> JonDos GmbH
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